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Lot Summary:
The patent in this Lot is directed to the field of user interfaces. Specifically, this patent is directed to controlling window elements in a graphical user interface (GUI) by voice commands..
The widespread use of personal computers as well as other electronic devices has been greatly helped by the adoption of GUIs. Before the arrival of GUIs, users typically interacted with computers through command line prompts. These command line programs were often counterintuitive and difficult to learn. GUIs were introduced, along with pointing devices like the mouse, to provide users with a simple means to navigate a computing system. Users could select clearly labeled buttons and tabs as well as manipulate data in separate windows with just their mice. While this technology did represent a step forward for user interfaces, many people found using mice to be awkward and difficult. Also, a solution is needed for allowing people to control a user interface without having to use their hands. The invention claimed in this patent teaches a way to easily control a windowing environment without using a keyboard or mouse. This patent introduces a system which allows a user to control windows in a graphical user interface by voice commands. These voice commands are interpreted by the system and converted into events which can then be placed in the operating system queue. The operating system queue can also accept events generated from an alphanumeric keyboard.
This patent truly represents the next step in graphical user interface design. The patented technology allows a user to interact with the computer in a natural fashion using speech. This technology also makes using a GUI easy in situations where a user cannot use his hands. Electronics companies as well as software developers would greatly benefit from acquiring this intellectual property. Representative Independent Claim:
Sample Forward Citation
A system for enabling voiced utterances to control window elements in a graphical user interface, said graphical user interface being provided by an operating system responsive to events posted in an event queue, some events in the queue being posted in response to signals received from an alphanumeric keyboard in accordance with a predetermined format specific to the keyboard, said events including higher level events, comprising a voice recognizer for recognizing voiced utterances, and an interpreter functionally connected to said voice recognizer for converting at least some of the voiced utterances into said higher level events for controlling said window elements and posting said higher level events to the event queue, without first converting said voiced utterances into signals expressed in the predetermined format specific to the keyboard.
Voice control system for graphical user interface
